It is with great privilege and gratitude
that I reflect on the accomplishments of
W4SG as we conclude five years of activities.
So many people have committed enormous
amounts of time and resources to help W4SG
move from simple idea to real impact.
At our core, W4SG is committed to
building stronger relations between the GCC
and Nordic regions. To achieve this, we
conduct events and programs that foster
meaningful relationships between the
participants. Our programs create communities of action from which many additional
projects and programs are created.
What has become clear from these
last five years is that W4SG excels at building
bridges and ladders. While our exchange
programs are bridges for engagement
between the regions, our alumni continue to
build communities that support female
professionals in their climb up the ladder.
We have learned over the years that
fostering such relations will not be achieved by
passing around business cards or attending
large summits where one can speak to each
other for only a few minutes. It will not be
achieved over a business meeting, a pitch or a
quick coffee. Meaningful relationships are
formed through shared experiences and long
conversations about issues that matter on
both a personal and professional level.
In the programs that we have conducted we have seen one word continue to be
central to summarizing our impact: sisterhood. This close bond between the participants
that continues long after completion sets
W4SG apart.
In concluding 2015, we have also
achieved our goal of expanding in the GCC and
Nordic regions by beginning activities in
Denmark and Saudi Arabia. As W4SG looks
towards 2016, we will invite participants from
across all states in both regions. We understand that, if we are to be successful, we will
have to do this together.

JALEH TAHERI
Founder and Executive Director

In May, W4SG hosted our
annual meeting in Copenhagen
with the support of W4SG CoChair Mette Laursen and her
company LinKS. The annual
meeting was held at the old
stock exchange (Børsen) with
W4SG members being invited
to a LinKS Reunion in the
afternoon focusing on global
talent. Among speakers
included then Minister for
Higher Education and Science
Sofie Carsten Nielsen in
addition to W4SG Board
Members Annika Joelsson,
Hessa Tahlak and Hana
AlSyead.
The annual meeting was
sponsored by Delloitte, Dansk
Erhverv, Sticks’n Sushi,
Emirates, Dansk Arkitektur
Center, La Glace and LinKS.

For the third time, W4SG has partnered with
Dubai Women Establishment (DWE) and MiL Institute
to host the Women Leadership Exchange Program.
The program this year was also sponsored by Ducab.
It was attended by 12 Emirati female middle
managers with the selection committee including
W4SG Board Member Rosie Kropp. The program was
over two weeks with the first week being held in
Sweden in early June and the second week in Ras Al
Khaimah in November.
Per tradition, the first week was held at
Borgen in Klippan, Sweden. As part of the program
various company visits were arranged to Tetra Pak,
Skåne Care, Åklargarmyndigheten, IKEA in Älmhult,
Effectus, Sten K Johnson Center for Entrepreneurship
and Region Skåne. The visits were very successful
with the participants enjoying the ability to share their
experiences with other Swedish female professionals.
To close the program W4SG hosted a
storytelling workshop in Malmö. The program was
sponsored by Invest in Skåne. Here the 12 participants
were joined by 11 female professionals from Sweden
working at various companies and government
offices. The second week of WLEP was held in Ras Al
Khaimah with the third class of WLEP graduating at
the end of November.
The program has seen the development of a
strong community of alumni in the UAE who still
continue to support each other. We are thankful to
have been able to provide this program to Emirati
female leaders with the support of our partners DWE
and MiL. We are very excited to continue to follow
their development in their careers!

With the strong support of our
board member Hana AlSyead
and the Swedish Embassy in
Riyadh, W4SG has begun
working in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia hosting our first
event at the King Khalid
Foundation on November
25th. Nearly 50 female
professionals joined us for an
evening workshop focusing on
the economic inclusion of
women. Speakers at the event
included Hana AlSyead, Dr.
Anna Angelin from Lund
University and Gabi Metz from
Ericsson. This workshop led
to the creation of the Saudi
Nordic Exposure Journey
which will be held in Sweden
and Denmark in March 2016.
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